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ABSTRACT / 
A description and anal)l'sis ... of .a .. field. expea!ienca;.::in:, Public Heal th 
Nutrition with the Nutrition Section of the Florida Division of Health 
is presented in t�is thesis. The .field experience was.designed to pro­
vide an opportunity for the blending of academic knowledge with practical 
application in work situations. 
An increased understanding of the total public. health organization 
was .achieved through conferences and interviews with publi� health pro­
fessionals. The majority of. the· field experience was ,spent with the .. 
Migrant Proje�t Nu�rition.Coordinator in a six.county region in south 
central Florida. This opportunity afforded a.chance.�or increased. 
development of skills in working with special minority.groups such as 
the migrant farm wor�ers. 
The entire field experience showed the student that fl�xibility, 
cooperation, planning, .and ev�luation are key principles in public 
health. Through observation and participation in a.variety of roles of 
the public health n�tritionist,.the student increased her.skills ·in the 
areas of consultation, education, and counseling •. The-.applying of public 
health principles as a nutrition�st in.the�cornmunity.reinforced,the 
student's belief that her choice to pursue.a.career.in public health 
nutrition was a wise one. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The field .,expe-rienae . . in P.uhlic..-Health.Nut.r.i.tien provides an 
opportunity for the student nutri�ionist to.blend academic knowledge 
with pi:actical application an� subsequently to achieve a ,_clearer under­
standing of the role·of the nutritionist.in public health. With a. 
proper balance of theory and_practice, the -ability to.develop a personal 
philosophy concerning the many dimensions of public health and.the role 
of the nutritionist in.relation to the other.disciplines in the.field 
can be·achieved. 
Objectives w:hich reflected the.previous.academic training and work 
experience. and which .. were. designed .  to .broaden. an ..-understanding . of total 
health services. were developed.-for.the .. field experience�- -The objectives 
for. the field experience �were as follows: 
1. To develop a greater awareness.of.the mechanisms 
involved with nutrition.program planning and 
evaluation. 
2. To increase the stud�nt!s knowledge of the 
administrativ� hierarchy of.a state division of 
heal th and its -nutrition component.-
3. To develop a.greater.understanding.and appreciation 
of the many d;verse roles of the public health·nutri ... 
tionist at state, . regional, . and. loc�l levels�-
1 
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Florida was selected as the sit;e for. the eight week field experience: 
because of the _organized and effective Division of He,alth, ·and more 
specifi�ally the i Nutritio11, Section which functions in the state. The, 
major part of the ·field experience was .spent in a six county region ir.i 
southern Florida--including B�oward, Collier, Glades, He1'd.ry, Lee, and .. 
Sarasota counties. A large number of the state!s 100,000 migrants -
including Blacks, Sp8:Ilis�-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and.whites - reside 
in these counties. Mrs. Patricia Berry, 1.lllder whose.supervision the 
student worked, serves as State Migrant Project Nutrition Coordinator 
• I \ 
• • 
and Regional Nutr� tion Con.s:ul tant. . A map of Florida. showing . the si� · 
county. region stuc;iiec;i duri_ng th.e field experience is shown c .in Figure .�. · 
Th�· region w�s ·specifically chosen to help build on past experience 
working with migrants as well as to provide ne�·opport�it�es to work 
with �ther groups, especially t�e ·older adults. who have retired to the .. 
area. 
The geography., economy, population, and vital. statistics of Florida 
are described-in Chapter II o� the ;-thesis. 
Chapter III briefly traces the history of public .-.health in- Florida 
and provides an overview·of·the Division of Health, the component 
bureaus and secti.ons, the�r functions, and the relation of . nutrition to 
e�oh of these uni ts. The Nutrition Section is clis�ussed in .. detai 1. 
Included is a brief history of the section, basic.objectiv�s, and 
organization at the state, regional, and local levels. 
Chapter,IV c�ntai�s an· analysis of services participated in during 
the field experience. The .. student' s reactions to her observations and 
3 
..STATE OF FLORIDA 
Legend: ///=Project Counties 
Figure 1. State of Florida. 
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experiences are described .in .P.art ... I. - . .P.ut.�-IL..inc.ludes � .. discussion of a 
specific activity participated in during.the field experience. This 
activity consisted of developing and tea��.ing two nutrition classes for 
a group of older adults. 
CHAPTER II 
THE STATE OF FLORIDA 
The primary consideration in planning effective public health 
programs is the assessment of  .,nee�s of the population to be: served, A. 
partial detertl].ination of these needs can be made by examining the geo­
graphical, cultural, economic, and·demographic characteristics·of the 
area. A careful analysis of these characteristics coupled with related 
health ,statistics establishes the.needs of the population and subse­
quently helps to d�ter�ine priorities for public health program. 
development. 
I. GEOGRAPHY 
Florida is the southernmost state in the continental United States. 
. . ' 
Topographical regions include the co.astal lowlanqs which attract many 
tourists, the Marianna lowlands, the Tallahassee hills, and t�e central 
highlands or ridge of the peninsula proper (1). Water is one of the. 
state's major resources and Lake Okeechobee is the se�ond largest fresh 
water lake entirely within one state in the Uni ied States. (2) . 
Florida's mild climate is probably its greatest.natural resource. 
Mean annual temperatu�es are 50 and 80 degrees in January and July 
respectively. The average annual rainfall is 50-65 inches which falls 
primarily June through September (2). Florida has been called the 
s 
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"Sunshine State" because it has more sunshine than-any s;ate .East of ·the 
Mississippi. This is one of .the primary reasons for .. the great influx of 
tourists and elderly people seeking retirement into the.state (1). 
II. ECONOMY 
Toµrism. is the largest inc:;ome-producing business in the state .. 
This industry has expanded rapidly since the early 1900's .. In 1927 
about 1 .,800,000 visitors spent approximately $201, QOO, OOO. Today the�e 
figures have jumped to more than.23, 150, 000 visitors spending some $3.6 
billion annually in Florida (1, 2). 
An�ther important inqustry is agriculture. Florida produces 80% 
of the nation's citrus fruits; . 1971 output of. oranges was an estimated 
6, 404, 000 -tons, and the irapefrui t output wers 1, 824 , '  000 tons. .. Florida. 
also ranks second .only to California in the production of fresh· vege­
tables. It also prQduces avocados, .wate�melons, limes, tangerines, 
sugarcane, peanuts, cotton, and tobacco. The cattle industry has grown 
in importance •. Crop and livestock .receipts for 1971 were $1.4 billion 
( 1). 
M�ufactur�ng has made great gains in Florida and.accol.:lJlts.for 
three times as much total personal income as agriculture. Leading manu-. 
facturing industries are food processing, chemicals, paper and products, 
printing and publishing, electrical and transportation equipment, 
machinery and metil products (1). 
Florida leads the nation in the.proc;luction of,phosphate rock and is 
second to New York in titan�um .. The commercial fishing and shell�fishing 
industries are also very important to the state's total economy (1). 
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III. POPULATION 
Florida's population, as of July 1, 1971, was estimated at 
7, 025,100; the ninth most populous,state in the union. This. �igure 
represents an increa�e of 2. 7 percent over 1970. The ·elderly segment of 
the popu.lation, 65 years and older, represents 1,026,000 of the : total 
population (3). The number of Florida residents greater tha.11 65 years 
of age has increase.200 percent in the past 20 years. The median a�e in 
Florida .. is 32. 2 years compared tQ the. median age of t}J.e total United 
States population which is 28. 1 years (4)-
During the winter, the influx of tourists causes an increase in the 
population. Also, the.migrant farm workers who follow the.Atlantic 
Coast Migrat�ry,Stre�·during the summer months return to work with the 
crops during the winter. Florida. serves .as the home base for approxi-, 
mately 100,Q90 migrants. 
IV. VITAL STATISTICS 
Florida showed an increase in number of live b1rths f�om 115,113 
births in 1970 to 116,494 in 1971. Florida's birth rate of 16. 6 per 
1000 live births is slightly lower than that of. the United States �hich 
is 17. 3 per 1000 live births. Four of the six counties in the region 
served by the student's supervisor have lower birth r�tes than the state, . 
while two counties have slightly higher rates (3). 
Numbers of deaths reported in Florida.for 1971 show an all time-high 
for the 25th consecutive yea�. The crude death rate, however, remained. 
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the same--10.9 in,both 1970 and in 1971 in Florida as compared.to 9.3 
for the United States as a whole. Florida's high percentage of elderly, 
people has kept the death rate higher than the national average. The 
three counties in the region served which have.higher·death rates than 
the state or national· average - _Collier, Lee, and Sarasota - all have a 
large segment of.their population in the elderly age range. Using age_. 
adjusted death rates standardized with the United States populati.on in 
1940 ., the Florida death rate drops from 10.9 t� 6.9 ·(3) .. 
Infant mo�tality rate in Florida .d�ring 1971 was 20.7 per 1000 live· 
births for a total of 2 ;048 infant deaths. This was a record lo�.; How­
ever, all six counties in the region s�udied. had higher infant mortality 
rates than the state (3). The higher infant,mortality rate noted;among 
the rural nonw.hi te population in four of the six countie� s .erved probably 
results from a combin�tion of.low income and inacces s�billty to medical. 
services. The birth rates ., crude death.rates ., and in�ant death rates 
for Flqrida residents and the six county area are compared.with rates . 
for.the United States in Table 1. 
The ten lea4ing_ causes of death in the state may also indicate 
health needs and priorities. The ten leading causes of death in the 
United States ., Florida ., and the six county region are lis ted in Table.�­
As can,be seen from the table, all COlfllties except Glades Co�nty.follqw 
the state trend for the first four lea4ing causes of death. The other 
six causes of death in the counties are inconsistent with state trends. 
TABLE-1 
THE RESIDENT BIRTH, CRUDE DEATH·RATES PER 1,000 POPULATION, AND INFANT DEATH·RATE·PER 1,000 
LIVE ·BIRTHS; BY RACE, FOR THE.UNITED STATES, FLORIDA; AND THE SIX COUNTY REGION IN 1971. 
Resident Rates. . U.S. Florida Browaril · · · l!el Iler 
Birth Rate 17. 3* 16.6 14.7 19.4 
White 14.6 12.9 18.6 
Nonwhite 27.2 30.2 28.3 
Death Rate . 9.3* 10.9 5.7 11.8 
White 11.1 5.7 10.6 
Nonwhite 9.8 6.2 18.0 
Infant Death Rate(est.)19.2* 20.7 21. 7 30.3 
White 
-
17.1 16.4 28.9 
Nonwhite 30.9 36.6 40 .. 4 
*Preliminary data, rac� unabailable. 
Place .. 
· Collll!t . 
Glades· ·�ry 
14.7 23.3 
11.9 20.1 
21.8 33.3 
7.9 8.9 
8.1 8.2 
7.3 11.0 
53 •. 6** 52.3 
62 .S**. 53.5 
41.7** 50.0 
· Lee·. Sarasota 
15.3 11.6 
13.1 10.0 
32.8 33.6 
ll.7 16 .6. 
11.6 17.0 
11.9 12.2 
24.7 24.7 
21.3 17.1 
35.5 54;8 
**Based o� less 'th� 100 live births which limits the significance 0£ .. t4e rate� 
Sourc�:5: Natio�al C�nter for Heal th Statis�_ics . 1972 ... Mont4,ly Vital Statistics 
Re:port,. Annual Summary ·fo� the \U.S., 1971. U.S. Department of Health,_ Ed��ation,. 
and W�lfa�e, Public Heaith Services, Rockvi11e, Maryland: Division of Health 1971 
• Florida Vital Stat:lstic� 1971 Department of Health and ·Rehabilitative.·Services, 
Sta�e of Florida, Jacksonvi11e, Florida •. 
U) 
TABLE 2 
RANK ORDER LISTING.OF THE TEN LEADING CAUSE� OF DEATH·IN THE UNITED STATES, FLORIDA, AND 
THE·SIX COUNTY REGION IN 1971. 
Place 
Cause of Death U.S. Flori<la Browarcl · Collier 
County 
.�laces. Hendry·. Lee Sarasota 
Diseases of the·heart 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Malignant neoplasms. 2. 2 2 2 - 3 2 2 
CerebroVa$cul ar 3 3 3 4· 2 4 3 3 
disease 
All -�accidents. 4 4 4 3 2 2 4 4 
Influenze, pneumoni� 5 5 5 10 - 6 8 5 
Certain·causes of 6 7 9 ' 7 4 5 7 
mortality in early 
· infancy 
Diabetes mellitus 7 8 10 10 5 8 9 10 
·cirrhosis of the liver 8 9 6 6 - - 9 8 
Arteriosclerosis 9 10 
Bronchitis, emphysema,10 6 7 8 5 - 5 7 
asthma 
Sources.: National Center for Heal th Statistics 1972 Monthly Vital Statistics 
. Report, Annual summary for ·the u�s., _ 1971. U.S.· Department of Health, .Education, 
and Welfare, Public Health Servi_ces, Rockville, Maryland;. Division �f Healtq. 1971 
. _ Fl-oricla '.Vit-al · Statistics 1971
°
. · Department- 0£ \Health and Reh�pili tative S�rvices, . 
Stat_e of ·Florida,, Jac-ksonville, ·Florida. 
.... 
0 
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Interesting to note is that accidents. are. ... the .... seconc;L .. leading cause 
of death in rural Giades and.Hendry counties; Also, in these two 
co1:1,nties ., mortality in early infancy is more common th�n in. Florid.a as 
a whole. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF FLORIDA!S PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAM 
I. HISTORY· 
The conception of the Flo.rida State Board of Heal th w�s a direc� 
result of the Jacksonville yellqw fever epidemic of 1888. Due to t�e 
to�al disruption of normal activities and the tremendous problem of,pro­
viding relief through medic�.1 an4 nursing care following the ,epidemic,. 
the governor.called the legislature.into.special session to. create·a 
State Board of Health (5). 
Dramatic changes in Florida and its population have be.en evident 
during the relatively short ·history or the State Boa.rd of-Health. It 
has grown rapidly anq. has .greatly expanded the scope of services offe.red 
in keeping with the demands of an ever increasing population • .  
On reorganization of·state government in 1969, many.authorities 
of the State Board of Health were transferred to the newly fo,rmed Divi- · 
sion of.Health of·.the Department of Health and.Rehabilitative Services 
(6). Other divisions under the Department include the Di.visions of 
Administrative Services, Planning and Evaluation, Correctio11s, Youth:· 
Services, . Mental Health, Retardatio�, Vocational Rehabilitation, and 
Family Services. Ap organization chart of the Department of He�lth a�d 
Rehabilitative Services is shown in Figure 2. 
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CORRECTIONS 
SECRETARY 
OF HRS· 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES I 
� 
I PLANNING,Nm EVALUATION I 
I · I I I' . . -� l 
YOUTH SERVICES 
I I 
MENTAL .HE"ALT+ I RETARDA�IONl VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION FAMILY SERVICES HEALTH 
. :.,-_ . .  
HRS REGIONS - . 
Figure 2. Department of Heal th-·and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) Organizational Chart · ' . . 
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II. ORGANIZATION 
The Division of Health is adminis.tered b.y . .a . .Di.rector who-is 
appointed.by the governor. The·Division -is divided_into.thirteen 
Bureaus which are established- by legislative authority .,anq. .. five Sections 
which are established .by the Director of the Division of,Health. 
Figure 3 sho�s an organization chart ·of, the Di vis�on of Heal th .. 
The health services and programs developed to meet the needs of the 
population served\are well-organized and effective in t�e state of 
Florida. A summary of some of the .Bureaus and Sections.within the Divi­
sion of Health is presented in order to give·an idea of.the scope.of­
health services offered. 
Bureau of Adult Health and·Chronic Diseases. --- -- . -- --· -- ----
Possibly one of .the most pressing needs in Florida is that of 
services to the elderly. Du� to the ·large numbe� of persons 65 ye�rs of 
age and older, special pr�grams have been developed to meet the ., needs. of 
these individualso Perhaps the ·bureau most closely associated with pro­
viding services tQ the elderly is the Bureau of Adult Health a�d Chronic 
Diseases. 
Ch�onic diseases account for the major percentag� of deaths in the 
aging population. Heart disease, cancer, st�oke, and diabetes cause 
three fo�rths of all Florida deaths (4). The Bureau of·Adult Health 
and Chronic Diseases is divided into three units: Adult Health, 
Cardiovascular-Ren�!, and Chronic Diseases. Among the multit�de of 
lladlol09lcal 
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services offered through this bureau are :.. �  ... cance.r .. ::eontrol pr_ogr�, 
cardiovascular-renal program, diabetes -control ... �g:r.am,.. ..epilepsy . pr_ogram , . 
health care for the aging , hearing aid program , -Medical �Examiner ' s  Com­
mission , prevention of biindness program , and -smoking �.and -heal th pr_ogram . 
The two programs within the Bureau with .which-nutritionists work 
most closely are the diabetes control program . and the -cardiovascular­
renal program. Nutritionists have worked cl�sely with th.e -diabetes .con­
trol program in diet counseling with diabetic patients.and their families ,  
in conducting diabetes education programs , and in publishing materials. 
A cookbook for diabetics was published cooperatively between the Bureau 
and the Nutrition ·Section. Nutritio�ists also are responsi�le for a 
recipe colunm in the lay diabetic publication "Timely Topics" (7) . 
There is a specific chalhmge in working with the . cardio_vascular­
renal program to determine if dietary modifications can reduc� the - inci­
dence of hypertension , hyperlipidemia , and premature deaths.­
Nutritionists provide die� counseling to high risk patients on referral 
from the cardiovascular screening clinics. The nutritionist can be 
responsible for providing group education classes to parents of children 
who have been detected as hypertensive (8) . 
Bureau of Health Facilities . 
The Bureau of Health Facilities is a�so concerned with the aging 
population , particularly with those in institutional care. This bureau 
is responsible for the administration of state laws and regulations for 
the licensure of hospitals , nursing homes , homes for the aged , and homes 
17 
for special services. Licensing is �al so . done � fo.r institutions applying 
to receive Medicare and Medicaid. Licensing is done 7 through a . team . 
effort of .. hospital consultant ., nurse consultant � and, if possible ., 
nutrition consultant (9) .  
Nutrition is a built-in part of the Bureau with two positions . 
currently filled for state institutional.nutrition consultants . who pro­
vide program assistance or guidance in food service management and nutri ­
tional - care .to facilities engaged in quantity food service ( 10) . 
Bureau of Local Health Services . 
A basic need of the total .. population is for c�mprehensive -heal th 
services on the local level. The Bureau of Local Health Services is  
primarily responsible for serving these needs. FUJ\ctioning -within the 
Bureau are the Migrant Health Projects , Sanitation Section, Accident 
Prevention Program ., Health Mobilization Projects,  Home Health Services ., 
and Emergency Medical Services . 
The major responsibility o� the Bureau itself is the supervision of 
the 67 county health departments: their budgets , personnel ., programs , 
and administrative affairs . The specific .  projects menti.oned are .coordi­
nated between state and local levels (11) . 
Migrant Health Project .  The migrants provide a special challenge 
to the health care delivery team due to their superstitious nature ., fear, 
ignorance, frequent shifts in location, lack of transportation ., and 
language barriers . The Migrant Health Proj ects provide comprehensive 
health services to this population. Family health clinics are set .up 
which provide medical , dental , nutritional , heal th ecl,ucaticin;. and 
nursing care . 
The Migrant Education an.d Health Project has · been developed to 
provide an early learning experience for pre-school migrant children . ' 
These children also receive complet� health care through the project 
(13) .  
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Working with the Migrant Health Project are only two full-time 
nutritionists , however, nutrition services·are provided in all Migran� 
Proj ect (counties ·by either· the regional nutri�ionist or a county.nutri­
tionist. Mr�. Pa�ricia Berry, under whose supervision thi� field experi­
ence took place , serves as Migrant Project Nutrition Coordinator. : 
Consequently, an in-depth look at · the role of the ,nutritionist working 
with a specific minority group was .achieved. 
The Migrant Project Nutrition Coordinator provides direct ,services 
to the. six Migrant Project counties studied in the field experience and . 
serves as consultant to the nutritionists serving Migrant·Prqject 
counties. Workshops are conducte<;l for community health worke�s to help 
them understan4. -the importance of good nutrition in . total health c�re . .  
� 
Migrant Project staffs are provided in-service education to assist them 
in . providing diet counseling when a nutritionist is not present (14) . 
Direct diet counseling is given to patient.s on referral from . the 
physician. Many migrants are . also reached through nutrition education 
programs in the clinic waiting rooms . Nutrition programs are . presented 
in cooperation with other agencies such as food stamp offices, self-help 
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housing groups, and Community Action Migrant groups. Nutritionists have 
reached migrant children through nut�ition education programs.in schools, 
day care centers, and in the migrant camps (14). 
The preliminary report of the Florida Migrant Nutrition Survey, 
completed in 1971, is providing useful informatio� on dietary patte1"1'S 
and nutritional deficiencies : prevalent among the migrant . population . 
This information is being shared with all Migrant Project staffs (14).  
Sanitation Section . The Sanitat�on Section is also located under , 
the Bureau of Local Health Servic�s and provides consultation to all 
county .health departments. · Cu�rently, one of the major focuses of this 
section is the improvement of food service . The Nutrition Se ction and 
the Sanitation Section work cooperatively in trying to improve the 
quality of food s�rvice offered to the public (15). 
Bureau of Maternal Health and Family Planning. 
Statistics on maternal and infant deaths, although showing 
decreasing rates for the state, indicate that there is still a · need for 
extending maternal and child ·health care . The Bureau of Maternal · Health 
and Family Planning and the Child Health Section are responsible for 
these activities. The Bureau of Maternal Health and · Family Planning . 
works toward providing clinics for the. examination and treatment of 
mothers and their infants . The Bureau is responsible for supervising 
the five Maternity and Infant Ca�e Projects in the state . Each of these 
projects within the state · employs a nutritionist who is an integral part . 
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of t}?.e comprehensive health care team. So�e county .. health departments 
also conduct . maternity and infant ca�e clinics, and any . nutrition per­
sonnel in the area are utilized to provide consultation, co\Dlseling, and 
nutrition education ( 16) . 
Bureau of Dental Health. 
The Bureau of Dental Health is responsible for setting up dental 
clinics within the county health departments. Thirty-three of Florida's . 
67 counties are presently served 1 by dental clinics . . Nutritionists work 
with the Bureau of Dental Health on the local level where clinics are · in 
operation to provide education to children and parents on proper nutri� 
tion and dental care (1 7) .  
Child Health Section. 
The Child Health Section directs _ programs to preserve and improve . 
the health of individuals from birth through adolescence. These programs 
include screening f�r phenylketonuria, well-child conferences, and school 
health . Nutr�tionists work with all facets of .child health but most 
primarily in management and follow-up o� cases of phenylketonuria . Con­
sultation is provided to Florida's Children and Youth Proj ects by either · 
a proj ect nutritionist or by the nutritionist providing services to that 
geographical area ( 18 ) . 
Public Health Nursing Section. 
The Public Health Nursing Section has nurses at the state and 
regional levels, as well as having at least one , county nurse in each of 
Florida's county health departments. Over 1200 nurses work under the 
direction of this Section. Responsibilities of the public health nurse 
are multi-dimensional. In most · instances , the nurse is the health pro­
fessional known to the conununi�y . Therefore , she must . be knowledgeable 
in all area� of public health in order to provide the needed , services or 
to make referrals to the proper . agencies (19). The nurse and nutrition­
ist should work closely together so that the nurse can improve her skills 
in providing diet counseling or disseminating nutrition information when 
the nutritionist is not present. 
Health Education Section. 
The primary function of the Health Education Section is . to support 
and complement the other bureaus and sections within the Division of 
Health. There are three ways in which service is provided : . through 
material production , the operation of a medical library , and an audio­
visual library. Health equcators serve as consultants and provide help 
in program planning through the development of . media presentations . A 
wide variety of resource mat�rials and films are available on loan 
through the medical and audio-visual libraries (20) . 
Nutritionists work cooperatively .with all bureaus · and sections 
within the Division of Health depending on the ; problem to be s�lved and 
the expertise of · each bureau and section. Consultat�on t9. all units is 
also provided by nutritionists upon request from the unit. 
History. 
I I.I . NUTRITION SECTION 
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Florida's Nutrition Secti.on has progressed greatly since the 
initiation in 1914 of the ,stat�'s first nutri tion program�-an educat ional 
program to : combat pellagra . Dr .  · J. Y. ·Po�ter ;. Florida's first State 
Health Officer, gave instructio�s to public health physicians and nurses 
to include . dietary information about pellagra in the�r conferences , 
ta�ks , and patient contacts (5). 
Ac�ompanied by a decline in the ,prevalence of �pellagra .was a 
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decrease ,in emphasis placed on nut_ri tion. Malnourishment and anemia were 
recognized ,  but it was not until 1941 that a nutritionist was employed 
at the state level to wqrk on the�e problems among Florida's ,children . 
(5) . 
Throughout its history , the nutrition component of t�e Divis�on of 
Health has undergone several periods of reorgani zation leading to 1972 
when nutrition was removed from the auspices of the Bureau of Local 
Health Services and established as . the Nutrition Section included within 
the .office of . the Director of the Division of Health (21). 
Objectives. 
are: 
Stated objectives of the Nutrition Section of the state of Florida 
1 .  · To promote understanding of the role of nutri�ion in 
health maintena.J}ce , health protection , and disease 
control by providing authoritative information on 
diet and nutrition to bqth the public and to public 
health personnel .  
2 .  To identi fy nutritiontrelated health problems 
existing at the local leve l. 
3 .  To provide nutrition consultative services and 
nutrition ed�cation services to guide in the develop­
ment of good food se lection habits essential for health 
maintenance and disease control . 
4 .  To participate in basic and continuing education of 
pub lic heal th professionals, educa�ors, and subpro­
fessional health personne l who can disseminate and 
app ly nutritio� information . 
S i  To provide consultation services to group care and 
day care faci lities to he lp upgrade the quality, 
palatabi lity, efficiency, an� sanitation of food 
services . 
6 .  To coordinate public health nutritional . services with 
related programs of other state agencies and community 
groups (22) . 
Organization . 
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F lorida ' s  Nutrition Section is wel l  organized on thr�e levels : 
state, regional, and county . Positions at the state level incl�de an 
Administrator of the Public Health Nutri�ion Program, two Public Health 
Nutrition Consultant Il l ' s, an Institution Nutritionist Coordinator, and 
Institution Nutrition Consultants . 
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The Public Health Nutrition Administrator is responsible �or 
planning and directing the public health nutrition programs .for the, Divi­
sion of Health in Florida. Responsibility aiso inclu4es correlati�g and 
integrating the nutrition .facet of public health w�th all other facets 
of the comprehensive he.al th programs at both state and local levels (23) .  
The Nutrition Training CoordinatQr ·or Public Health · Nutritio� 
Consultant I II assists the Administrator of Public Health Nutrition with . 
stat�-wide nutrition program planning. The training coordinator is also 
responsible for planning and conducting new staff orientation and in-ser­
vice . training programs for the Nutrition Section as well.as for super­
vising field experience for graduate o� undergraduate students in 
nutrition, ·dietetics, or other health related fields. This position is 
primarily concerned with coordinat�ng educational and training .programs 
for the Nutrition Section (24) . 
Assisting the Public Health Nutrition Administrator with planning a 
particular area of the state-wide nutrition program is the Maternal and. 
Child Health Nutrition Consultant or -,Nutrition Consultant I I I . Respon­
sibilities of this position include serving as a state level nutrition 
coordinator betwe�n the Nutrition Sectio�, the Bureau of Maternal Health 
and Family Planning, and the Child Health Section, and planning , · de�elop­
ing , and interpreting the nutrition component of these units. The nutri­
tionist holding this position also provid�s guidance and tra�ning for . 
nutritionists working with Florida's Maternity· and Infant Care and · 
Children and Youth Projects (25) . 
State level Instituion Nutrition Consultants serve as liasons 
betwe�n the Nutrition Section and the Bureau of H�alth Facilities. 
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These consultants are responsible for ev�luating food and nutriti�n 
services of hospitals and nursing homes to meet state and f�deral program 
standards (i. e. , . licensure ., Medicare). They recruit dietitians to serve 
as consultants to the facilities and provide guidance to these consul- . 
tants as well as to admi�istrators and food service personnel of state 
health f�cilities (10). 
Relatively new within the state is the position of Institution 
Nutritionist Co�rdinator. This position holds the responsibility of. 
coordinating nutrition at:td food service programs in �11 state institu­
tipns. Divisions within the Department of H�alth and Rehabilitative 
Services to which service is given include the Divisions · of Corrections ., 
Mental Health ., Retardation .,. Youth Services ., and Health (26). 
Seven Public Health Nutrition Consultant I I's are .employed within · 
the state . Persons in these positions can fl.lllction as nutritionists 
with a large ., m�tropolitan health department ., chief nutritionis�s for a 
specialized cotmty project ., or regional n.utri tion consul tan ts for a 
multicol.lllty area . Job ,,responsibili�ies vary depending on the nature of · 
the positions . However ., primary responsibility .is planning an� directing 
effective nutrition programs within the area or providing technical con­
sultation to those who actually administer the nut�ition programs · (23) . 
The Public Health Nutrition Consultant I is responsible for the 
nutrition program on a small col.lllty level ., or for assisting within a 
specialized county project . Position responsibilities are similar to 
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tho�e of the Public Health Nutrition ·Consultant . II under µwhose · technical 
guidance and supervision work is done (2 3 ) . 
Florida h�s a unique training �osition at ,the ,beginning level ,known 
as a nutrition resident or Public Health Nutritionist  . .  This position is . 
assigned by th� state to a county inter�sted in initiating a nutriti�n 
program on the county level. Salary for the position is paid by the 
state fQr one to two years at which time the county is to have the money 
budgeted to take ·over salary payment . All work is done by the nutrition 
resident under the supervision of a Public Health Nutrition Consultant 
(23) . 
Ways in which nutritionists.provide services to other. Bureaus and . 
sections within the Division of Health have been discussed earlier in . . . 
this chapter. In general terms, nutritionists work throughout \the state 
to give assistance in the areas · of consultation , in-service ed�cation , 
group classes or demonstrations , diet counseling, program evaluation, 
and technical guidance in order to insure that the publi� receives sound, 
realistic nutrition services (22) . 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF ABILITIES THROUGH . OBSERV.ATLON. . ..ANil .PARTICIPATION 
To develop a greater understanding and approeiat�en · of the many 
diverse roles of the public health nutritionist was·� one · ... of the primary 
obj ectives of the field experience. In order - to accomplish this, oppor­
tunities were provided for observation · of · the nutritionist ftm.ctionirig 
in a variety of situations. In addition: to 01.?servation, participation 
was deemed necessary for increasing the student ' s  competence as a . nutri­
tion professional. An extensive and excellent schedule provided many 
opportunities for observation anq · part_�.ci�ation d1=1ring . the. i-field experi� 
ence � Those e�eriences which were of greatest value for illustrating 
professional development il) the areas 9f consultation, education, and 
counseling will be discussed. 
I .  CONSULTATION 
Serving as a consultant to both professional and . non-professional · 
persons is a vital part of the nutritionist ' s  - responsibilities . The con-. 
sultant role of the nutritionist was observed on several occasions. 
Mrs . Berry, as statewide Migrant Proj ect Nutrition Coordinator, · 
serves as consultant to other nut'dtionists working with Migrant _Pro­
jects. One of her consultation visits with Doreen Pryce, Collier-Lee 
Counties Migrant Project nutritionist· will serve to illustrate the con­
sultation role of the nutritionist with a professional perso�. 
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Miss Pryce has been employed in �er position as . a Migrant Project 
nutritionist since February , 1973 . Therefo�e, she is present ly making 
contacts with -lQcal resource people and developing nutrition programs 
for the count�es. Mrs. Berry, as the nutrition coordinator, met with 
Miss Pryce to discuss. possible solutions to.current nutrition problems. 
Miss Pryce - revealed that she has having some difficulty in making 
contacts and establishing nutr�tion programs in one of the col.lllties. 
Mrs. Berry, after listening to the specifiq problems, was abl� to make 
some valuable suggestions . She suggested some resource people with whom 
Miss Pryc:e might talk about possible program development. Mrs. Berry 
also sugges.ted some nutrition activities which could be .used within the 
programs already developed by Miss Pryce ,. 
Several consultation visits to the Community Action Migrant Proj ect 
day care centers wer.e also observed. In  these visits ,  corisul tation with 
non-professional persons was .observed .  
On a visit to the day care center in Moore Haven, Florida, . the 
nutritionist talked with both the director . of the center and with the 
coo�. · In talk�ng with _ the director, the nutritionist sought any nutri­
tion related problems which might ·be .occurring in the center �. No prob� 
lems were cited by the director. The nutritionist then discussed with 
the director a film on the importance of eating breakfast which might be . 
shown to the children. The director was shown · a sample of the film kit 
and the materials included. She was then given a copy of th,e address 
from which she could orqer the film kit. 
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The nutritionist also reviewed .with lthe cook s�me c�anges which had 
been made in �the menus for the center. These changes, for example, 
incl�ding a wider variety of foods -for snacks, had been suggested by th� 
' \ 
nutritionist on a previous visit. 
Th� student penef�ted greatly from observing the . consultation visits 
both with professionals and nonprofessionals. It was observed ,that . the 
consultant must. be sympathetic and extremel� perceptive in these visits. 
She must not. be judgmental .dqring the consultation visit in order to be 
effective and to c�mmand the respect and trust of the cons�ltee. 
The st4dent feels that afte� observing the consultation vis�ts, she 
will better be able to effectively perform this role of the nutri.tio�ist 
in her later work experiences. 
I I . EDUCATION 
Several opportWlities were offereq the student t9 irnprove _ her s�ill 
as an e9ucator. These opportunities i�cluded participation in an in­
service education program for school food service personnel, planning 
and developing the nutrition segment of a health fair exhibit, and writ­
ing a nutrition article for the Sarasota . C01.mty Heal th Departmell,t 
newsletter . 
At the inservice education program for school food service 
personnel, the student assumed responsibility for part of t�e discussion. 
This responsibility caused the stud�nt to realize the importance of con­
sidering the ne�.ds of the group in progrmn development. Recogni zing the: 
size of _th� group . and the varied education levels of the individuals, 
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the discussion was kept informal and simple and an effort was made to 
involve the audience. Flip charts were used for emphasis of key points 
anq food models were also used as visual aids. 
During the actual presentation of the program the student was . able 
to observe the a�dience ' s  reactions to the method of presentation and 
t�e use �f visual aids . The amount o� participation and the .inumb�r of 
ques�ions asked from the group seemed. to evidence ·the fact that the 
material was presented in an appropriate manner . This reinforced . the 
studeni ' s  belief. in the value ·of using visual aids in group teaching 
situ�tions. 
Another means of education is through the use ·of visual med�a-­
exhibits, displays, etc . Along with the he�lth educator and t�e dentist 
of the Sarasota County Heal th Department, full responsibility was assumed 
for planning and developing the nutri�ion segment of a health fair 
exhibit for a local_ elementary school. 
The development of this exhibit was ,a valuable learning experience 
for the student � Several problems were encountered in the d�velopment 
process. The major problem was in selecting .a method of communication 
appropriate for grades K-9. Another problem was in selecting an4 pre­
paring .a learning tool which could be used without direct supervision. ' 
In seeking appropriate solutio�s · to .these problems, the student .. increased 
her realization of the .£act that many factors affect the .development of 
eff�ctive le�rning toqls. 
In final form, the exhibit co11sisted of a battery powered nutrition 
quiz which called for matching the ·correct answer to a set of questions , 
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The exhibit · also featured .a .. "dental roulette" wheel which, · wlien spun 
landed on a snack food and a picture of . 3:  .�ood o.r .. ,bad,.:too.tl1. depend�g on . 
the nutritional value and caries producing effect of the ·snack. 
Perhaps the most valuable thing learned in preparing the exhibit 
was the importance of establishing good working relationships with other · 
health professionals . Good interprofessional teamwork is a key to 
effective .total health education. 
A final opportunity for increasing the student ' s  educational · skills 
was involved with writing a nutri�ion article for the . Sarasota County 
Health Depa�tme�t newsletter. In writing this '1rticle, the student was 
able to increase her skill in preparing nutrition education material for 
use in one of the mass media. Effective use of all forms of mass media 
is an important means of educating the public. 
The student, in developing the news article, realized the importance 
of stating the material clearly and simply. This is important because 
in using mass media there is no chance to interpret what one means if the 
reader dqes not understand. The student also r�cognized the . importance 
of ,writing in a brief but interesting manner so. as to attract the atten­
tion of the reader. 
The stud�nt has greatly improved her skill as an educator in 
teaching group classes, preparing exhibits, and writing news articles . 
The importan�e of constantly improving her skill as an educator in public 
he�lth nutrition is recognized by the student. 
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I I I. COUNSELING 
The student both obse.rved . and participated - in counseling sessions . 
during the field experience. Counseling occurred in.clinics .on referral 
from the physician, in clinic waiting . rooms .with no _p�ysician referial, 
and in . the nutritionist's offi.ce . Both . normal nutrition-.counseling and 
therapeutic diet counseling were. done by the nutritionist and by the 
student . 
Therapeuti� diet counseling sessions were observed on several 
occasions . This type of counseling was familiar to the student from 
previous experience. In all therapeutic diet ·.counseling sessions, the 
process usecl by the nutritionist was similar . 
Patients requiring the.rapeutic diets were usually re_ferred by a 
physician in a clinic situation. Upon· receiving a . referral the nutri­
tionist first reviewed the patient's chart. Then the patient was brought 
in for counseling. In the counseling sess�ons the patie�t was told �hr 
he was being placed - on a diet and how this diet would help in - the treat­
ment of his disease. �pecific diet instructions were then given ._ 
The student, while observing the\ nutritionist in these counseling 
sessions, recognized severa� important ch�rac�eristics of the ·counselor. 
She must have a thorough understanding of the patient's history in , order. 
to plan and give effective diet instructions . The patie�t history is 
obtained from reading the patient's chart as �ell as from questioning 
the pati_ent . The nutritionist was also observed to adapt he� method of 
speaking to the pa�ient depending on the educational level, age, and 
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ethnic group of the patient. For example ., .. most of the .patie�ts counseled 
during the field . experience were Spanish-American or black migrants with 
little education. Therefore counseling had to be done in a . simple , often 
pictorial manner , for complete un4erstanding by the patien.t . .  
Observation of the nutritionist ·in therapeutic diet counseling 
sessions reinf�rced several beliefs the student had - acquired in previous 
experiences. These beliefs include the . importanc;e of . being familiar 
with the patient's history , in order to effectively participate in com� . ' . 
prehensi.ve heal th care. It also is important to coUJ)sel. each . patient as 
an it:idividua� . ta�ing into consideration all aspects of the . pati��t's 
situat�on. 
Altho�gh the practice of . therapeutic diet cotmseling was familiar 
to the student � the practice of doing normal nut�ition counseling in . 
cl�nic waiting rooms . was a new experience. This type of , colDl�eling was 
done by both the nutritionist and by the student when physician referrals 
were not plentiful. 
Normal nutrition counseling was done on both an indiyidual ·and a·· 
group basis, depending on � the natur� and apparent needs. of the ·group. 
On one occasion the . stud,nt observed the nutritionist talk with a group 
of migrant patients about ·economy food buying . .  Another group talk given 
to mothers in one clinic concerned the subj ect of general family 
nutrition. 
The student participated in normal nutrition counselin� by talking 
with mothers of small children on infant and child feeding , and with 
individuals in the clinic waiting rooms about general family -n�trition. · 
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In each case, the student talked briefiy with �he patients the� gave 
each one appropriate visual materials about good n�trition. 
The student feels that much.was l�arned from participating in thi� 
type of counseling. Al though the. experience was a new one for . the stu­
dent, it is felt that · this ,type of counseling is very important in pro-, . \ 
\ 
viding complete nutritional · care fo� the populations served. The 
experience helped the student to gain greater confidence i� her .abilities 
to speak .on the subject of nutrition in an informal, impromptu situation. 
IV. GROUP CLASSES FOR OLDER ADULTS 
Recognition of the fact that older ·adults .provide a .. special 
challenge for nutrition education and that . the st.udeJ?,t haq previously 
done little wor� witq them led to the selection of .a  spe�ial project 
involving this age group. The specific activity consisted of teaching 
two nutrition classes in a series of ten being held in an apartme�t 
complex for the el.<:\erly in ,Sarasota, Florida. 
Background � 
The same conditions t�at co�tribute to malnutrition and 
undernutri.tion among all age groups in our S(?Ciety are common to the 
elderly, whose nutritional .problems are compl;cated by the various 
changes that people tmdergo as they grow older (27 }. Ac�nowledgment was 
made of the fact that a percept�ve look at the ,multitude of problems 
facing the .. older adult must be made in order to effectively . work . with . 
this group. 
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Nutrition education is an . important -aspect of.improving the lives \ 
of older Americans. According to . Pelcovits in the article Nutrition · 
for Older Americans, . an effective educational program . must ; be 
based on the realit�es of their life situations . These . . situations are 
the amount of money they have to spend on food, their lifelong fqod 
habits, their physical condition and degree of dependence on others, 
their housing arrangements, availability of equipment . fo� food storage 
and preparation, and accessability to supermarkets (27). 
Planning. 
In order to plan effectively for the nutrition cl,s$es for ,older 
adults it was ,necessary to schedule con�erences with area . resource people 
who were already interested and involved in working with the elderly . 
Throughout the .state of Florida local volunteer, non-profit Councils on 
Aging have been established to develop and coordinate programs and 
activit�es for older adults. These local Councils are.affiliates of the 
Florida Council on Aging which functions cooperatively with :the Division 
of Family Services' Bureau of Aging. 
Dr. Samuel Greenberg, President of . the Sarasota Cowtcil on Aging, 
was an excellent resource person. Accorqing to Dr � Greenberg, older . 
adults are a high risk gr�up, nutritionally speaking, fo� four main 
reasons: financial difficulties, lack of interest. because of isolation 
or lack of transportation, ignorance about what to buy or to eat, and . 
chronic diseases (28). Any one of these factors, or perhaps a combina­
tion of factors, results in inadequate nutrition for many . olde� adults. 
11 t • 
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One of the functions of the . Sara�ota -CoW1ciLen .Ail:ii:ng :is to provide 
nutrition educat�on classes for groups . oLthese . ..elde.:r.ly people. The 
cl asses were in�tia�ed by the Council ' s  Institute . oLLearn,ing through the 
Adul t Vocational Education Program. 
The conference with Dr. Gr�enberg was · of . great value ; to ,, the s tudent 
in provid.\.ng her with an · . insight .into working with the elderly .  After 
the. conference, the s tudent fel t that she better understood · the .  many . .  
problems of the older ·adul t and would, therefore, be able to work more 
e�fectivelr, with them. 
Mrs , Kathryne Hughes was the teacher of the nutrition classes for 
the Sarasota Aqul t Vocational Education Program. In ·a planning confer� 
ence with Mrs. Hughes, she explained that an on�going seri�s of ten 
nutrition classes was being held in a Sarasota , apartment complex ,for the 
elderly (29) . The s tudent was given the responsibility of teaching two · 
of these classes . 
Mrs . Hughes pl:'ovided information about the early classes and the\ 
format and method of presentation she had used which had been mos t 
effective. This information was very valuable in the s tudent' s planning 
of her classes. In talking with Mrs . Hughe�, the s tudent also obtained 
valuable background knowledge of the . particular group attending the 
classes . This, too, . was beneficial to the s tudent in her program 
dev.e 1 op.men t.. 
Conferences were held with several other resource people in other 
cities to expand the s tudent' s .knowledge of services proviqed to the 
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elderly . Rev . Ray Schember , Pre.sident -O� the �Lee � County Council . on 
Aging, discussed his - Council ' s  functions. No.nutrition services ; as 
such, are provided by this Counc�l. Services which are provided by the 
Council include a telephone reas�urance program and.a.series · of classes 
on all aspects of retiremen� and aging (30). 
Th� conference with Rev. Schember provided tqe student wit� an 
opportwiity to discuss various·services, other · than nutrition, provided ' ' 
to the elderly. This was a valua�le experience for :broadening th� stu­
dent ' s  knowl�dge about priority needs of the elderiy ·and the. lack . of 
nutrition ' s  place among these priority needs as seen by one Coun�il on 
Aging. The student .. following the COI?-ference ,  �as .able to vi�ualize the 
greater impact of the program if nut�ition services were added. 
Mrs. Carolyn Bishop, coordinator of the Lee CoUJ)ty Meals on Wheels 
Project, discu.ssed. this area of nu,tri tion service which is avail�ble to 
the elderly. The Lee Cqunty project . is locally sponsore4 and rec�ives 
no federal support, therefore, it is too small to serve the ·larger num- , 
her of people who ·need ·the service (31). 
A conference was also had with Mrs. Lois Jones , an adult vocationa�. 
home economics teacher in Venic�, Fl�rida. Mrs. Jones teaches nutrition 
classes in a mobile home park in Venice. These classes are provided 
through t�e Adult Voc;�tional Education Program. Qne , of Mrs. Jones 
classes was observed in preparation for the classes to be taught by t�e 
student . · 
The student benefited greatly from observing the class conducted 
by Mrs . Jones. A film which was shown at the beginning of .the class , 
rece.ivEtd much conunent from those attending and appeared to have.been 
enjoyed by all. This reinforeced . the stude�t's belief·that the use �of 
audio-vidual aids is of valuable assistance in teaching the elderly. 
Development. 
Although topics for the two classes to be ·taught were assigned, 
responsibility was assumed for the development of - materials and .the 
1 • 
method of presentat�on. Development of both class presentations will 
be discussed. ' . 
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The student profited greatly from assuming responsibility for 
program deve�opment. Since tea�hing the.elderly was a new experience, 
the ,.student, while preparing for the cla$ses, gained valuable knowledge 
abou� this age group. She also improved her skill� in effective program 
planning for short term projects. Being entirely responsible for . the 
mater�al to be presented to the class · gave the student . a sense · of self­
importance at).d professionalism. 
The first class topic to be taught was Food and . Special Needs .of 
the Older Adult. A discussion of the B vit�in� and . Vitamin E was also 
scheduled for the cl,ass �-
Obj ectives develQped for the class were: . 
1 .  To review basic concepts of nutrient needs of older 
adults. 
2. · To discuss physiological . and social changes �which 
may affect ea�ing habi�s of older adults. 
3 .  To provide suggestions for coping with each o f  these 
changes which may.occur . 
4 .  To present factual information about the vitarnins-­
fl.lllctions in the body, recommend�d dietary allow�nces, 
deficiency symptoms, and sources of the vi_tamins . 
Food Borne Illnesses and Safe Care of Food was the topic for 
discussion during the second class session . Objectives for this - class 
were : 
1 .  To discuss the most common types of food-borne 
ipnesses . 
2 .  To review steps to be taken if one 'suspects a 
food-borne illness . resulted from eating in . a  
commercial eating · establishment .  
3 .  To discuss safe methods of  fo�d preparation and 
storage . 
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Materials were collected and read from the regional nutritionist ' s  
files, from an outline for teaching older adults developed by the Nutri­
tion Section, and f�om Rona14 Deutsch's book The Family.Guide to B�tter 
� and Better Health . The lesson outli�e developed by the Nutritio� 
Section was the basic tool used i'n preparing fo� both classes. 
An expansion of knowledge was obtained from the readings and 
research into the subject of nutrition for the older ·adult . The book by 
Ronald Deutsch was. especial ly enjoyed by the student . . This reference 
provided sot.md nutrition information in an interesting manner for easy 
interpretation to older adults . The book also gave numerous illustrative 
examples which the student felt were. exc�llent fo� use in teaching the 
elderly .. 
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For the . session which included a discussion of the ,vitamins , 
handouts were prepared for each person in the class. This type of aid 
had been used by Mrs . Hughe� in previous classes and had .been .well . 
accepted . The · ·handouts, one on the B vitamins · and one on vitamin E, dis­
cussed the vitamin, how it functions in the body, reconunended dietary · 
allowances, deficiency symptoms, and good sources of .the vitamins . . 
In preparing the handouts, the student improved her journalistic . 
skills.· The material had to be presented ·in a concise, simply written 
manner . for easy comprehension by the older adults . The student learned 
to pick from the liter�ture the . essentia� facts about the vitamins, to 
state the facts ·simply, and to present simple explanations of the�e 
facts. 
Several factors influenced the choice of metho4 of presentation . 
It was felt that an informal type situation was the most desirable for 
small group presentations. A great . number of the elderly people living 
in Sarasota have retired to the . area from many different locations 
throughout the United States . .  Consequently, there were many · differences 
in accustomed food patterns as well as differences in economic and 
educational backgrounds .. A group discussion type class seemed most 
appropriate so that each person attending could contribute her comments 
as well as ·benefit from the varied experiences of others in the .class. 
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In the development . of .plans·-fq:c:-�tha-.cla.ss.,;.: metllods:;. o.f._evaluation to 
be used for measuring success . were consiciered.:..1i..;Lt.::nswrec.ognized that 
due to the two hour time limit : for the , classes, .. no written evaluation 
could be do�e at each class. Co�sequently, most of the evaluation wa� 
to be done subject�vely. 
Participation. 
Classes were conducted at th_e Jefferson Center apartment complex in 
Sarasota, Florida, on April 25 and May 9, 1973. Approximately fifteen 
older adults attended each class. The very informal group discussion 
met�od of presentation was used in ·both classes. In.orde� to start the 
discussions, factual in�ormation was given in simple te�s about the 
given topic. Then involvement questions were asked to stimulate thought 
and to provoke discussion. Fo.r example, in the second class ; facts were 
given about how food-borne illnesses occur and then the class was asked -
what could be done in the home ,to help preven� the occurran�e · of these 
illnesses. 
Two important points. wer� recognized in teaching the�e older 
adults. · The amount of material to be covered. should . not b� extensive 
because the ,teacher must speak slowly and leave ·time fo� thought �and 
questions. Older adults reac� more slowly and adequate time must ·be . 
given for thought if complete comprehension is ,desired. Also, material 
must be p�esented in a simple language because in most groups , 9f older 
adults there will be varied educational backgrounds. 
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The material to be presented in both c�asses was organized ac�.ording 
to priority. Consequently, the most important areas were discussed 
first. Th.is was done so that if cuts in ,the program had to be made, the 
most important ma�erial would have already been discus�ed • .. In both 
classes, adj ustments in th_e amount of material to be covered had - .to be 
made because of the number of ,question� asked. 
Evaluation. 
Several s�bj ective means weie used in evaluation. The number - of 
• 1 
questions asked and the lively discussions evidenced the fact that the 
group discussion approach was "an appropriate method of presentation. ' The 
materials presented _provoked much comment and apparently stimulated the 
individu�ls attenqing . to reevaluate some of their c�rrently. held concepts � 
about nutrition . 
The student felt that the class members were very interested in 
nutrition and were eager to be well-informed. As was ' requested at the . 
start of both classes, the women inter�upted whenev�r they had a question 
or . comment. This was done becau�e many older adults will forget what 
they wanted to ask by the end of the class . 
Several tim�s · the student was amazed at the sol.llld knowledge of 
nutrition the group exhibited � �owever, several misconceptions a�out , 
nutrition were also voiced . Mqst of these misconceptions concerned vit�­
mins and health -foods. Th� fact tha� both iood and bad concepts o� 
nutrition were voiced by · the class members evidenced ·the fact that, bot}:l 
reliable and unreliable sources of nutrition information were being read 
by the gro1.1p. 
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The instances when misconceptions were brought up afforded the . 
student with an opportunity to present factual. information on the.matter 
in .question and to stimulate those in the class to evaluate -and determine 
the most sotmd answer. 
At times ., the student was not familiar with the, matter questioned. 
For example ., . one question regarded , a certain article in a current maga­
zine which ·the student had not read. When this occurred the . student had 
to reply "I  don ' t  know. " The reason for not answering was the� explained 
along with assurance being given to the class that the article would be 
checked. The ability and willingness to say " I  don ' t  know" is considered 
by the student to be · a highly desirable trait of a pr9fessional . · The 
student learned from this - .experience that as a professional she ,must . 
recognize h.er limitations and be willing to admit these limitations to 
those with whom she works. 
In addition to the positive way in which the student felt the group 
responded to her ., it was felt that the women in the class responded weU 
to each other. Conversations between class members and general discus­
sions involving the entire grQup evidenced , the enthu�iasm with which the 
group discussed nutri�ion. 
Mrs . Hughes ., . the teacher ., and Mrs. Be�ry . ., the supervisor and 
regional nutrition consultant ., agreed that · the materials for the classes 
were well organized and tl}e enthusiasm of the student ,provided inter­
esting classes. The approval and praise given the student by t�ese two 
nutrition professionals caused her to feel a sense of real accoipplish­
ment. One of the . older adults remarked of the student after . the second 
class , "She talks like she real ly .. be lieves .what sh.e. 1. s  . ... sa�g . "  This 
statement in itse lf pr_ovided the student with a .. real .,sense of 
achievement . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND EVALµATION 
The field experience in Public Health Nutrition strengthened . the 
student's .knowledge of tq.e many dimensions of public health and the role 
of the nutritionist in relati.on to other disciplines in the field . , 
Through the careful planning of the field agency, opportunities for 
observati1on and participation al lowed .the student · to accomplish specific 
objectives . during the field experience ._ 
Conferences and interviews wit� publ�c health professionals in the 
fields of adult ,health and chronic . diseases,. health f�cilitie�, lo�al 
health services, migrant health, . sanitation, maternal health and ,farnily 
planning, dental health, child health, public health nursing, and h�alt� 
education in�reased the student's understanding of the total public health 
organization . D�scussions with nutrition profe$sionals clari.fied the . 
student ' s  understanding of ,the role of the nutritionist in the coordi�· 
nated efforts of an overall public health program . 
Working .under the super�ision of the Migrant Project Nutrition 
Coordinator provided the student with an opportunity to improve her skill 
in .worki.ng with the rnig_rant population. This was a valuable · opportun�ty 
fqr the student because of her i�terest in working with this population 
after .,the completion of her education . 
Observation and participation increased the student ' s  competence in 
consultation, education, and counseling. Skills wer� improved in 
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developing programs for different types of groups and in establishing 
rapport with patients . It is felt that these skills are most important 
to the public health nutritionist . 
The overall field experience showed the student tha� flexibility, 
cooperation, planning, and evaluation are key principles in public 
health . These principles will be put to .use in future work experiences 
in public health . 
The student believes that he.r professional development was . greatly 
enhanced through this field experience . It was an excellent supplement 
to her academic background and it provided an opportunity for the student 
to . further develQp her own personal .philosophy of public health and t�e 
role of the nutritionist in relation to other disciplines in the field . 
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